
Here (Care Unbound): Shifting Perspectives, Shaping Culture

Who They Are 

Here (Care Unbound) are an employee owned social enterprise, working 
nationally but based in Brighton and Hove. They provide across a spectrum of 
health and social care needs and services, which include: 

Community Eye Care / General Practice / Memory Assessment Services (MAS) / 
Community Wellbeing (Mental Health) / Community Health Care / 
Musculoskeletal Care (MSK) / Pharmacy / Extended Hours Services / Workflow 
Optimisation for General Practice / Diabetic Care / And More… 

What We Helped Them Achieve 

• Social Enterprise of the Year 2017. 

• Employee Owned Innovation of the Year 2017 (MAS service redesign). 

• Fundamental shifts in perspective across the organisation and its services, 
bringing a culture of innovative care to life. 

• Leading to rebranding of the organisation in line with its enlivened sense of 
purpose. 

“We are learning that delivering what matters costs less, is more efficient 
and helps people stay well for longer.” 

Zoe Nicholson, Chief Executive 
Here (Care Unbound) 

“We have really opened the door to new ways of working, meaning it is 
possible to do the right thing, first time, every time; and spend far less 

time doing things that add no value to a person’s wellbeing.” 

Dr Peter Devlin, GP and Director of Clinical Leadership 
Here (Care Unbound) 
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How We Helped Them Do It 

There were three main components to this programme of work: 

1. Personal coaching and mentorship to senior leaders who personally led service 
improvement and service redesign initiatives. 

2. Training events to consolidate learning and practice. 

3. Rapid improvement events (mainly with partner organisations), designed to 
reframe what services were focused on. 

Grounding each of these was the Easier Inc. model for effective coproduction; a 
simple framework for helping people work together to create shared meaning, 
discover new perspectives and create total ownership of change.  

See: Appendix 1 - Coproduction In 5 (Easier) Steps. 

Since We Left Them 

In November 2017, Here were awarded Social Enterprise of the Year 2017 and won 
Employee Owned Innovation of the Year 2017 for their redesigned Memory 
Assessment Service. 

You can read more about their success Here. 

In Their Own Words… 

"The way that Easier Inc. helped us challenge our view of the world was inspiring 
and done with great humility. And the results are amazing.” 

Mark Cannon, Director of Primary Care 
Here (Care Unbound) 
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https://hereweare.org.uk/award-winning-november/
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Find Out More 

You can find out all about our work with Here (Care Unbound) and see how their 
renewed connection to purpose has invigorated the people that work there, via 
their website, Here. 

You may also enjoy a range of blogs and reports produced by some of the 
improvement leaders we supported, available at the links below. 
 
LINK: Inspiring new ways of delivering what really matters to people 

Zoe Nicholson, Chief Executive of Here, shares her story about re-designing the 
Memory Assessment Service in order to deliver what's truly important to people 
with memory difficulties - marking the beginning of a new approach to helping 
people across all services. 
 
LINK: Innovating mental health and wellbeing services across Brighton and Hove 

Jo Hillier, Clinical Lead for Brighton and Hove Wellbeing Service, talks about her 
work in the new service that supports adults and young people with their mental 
health. 
 
LINK: Help me, or fix me? The power of generative listening in the GP consultation 

Peter Devlin, GP and Director of Clinical Leadership at Here, reflects on the 
theories of systems thinking and generative listening and the real world experience 
of doctor / patient consultations. 
 
LINK: What are we seeing? 

The Here (Care Unbound) annual report 2015-2016, reflecting the organisation’s 
journey and achievements and sharing questions Here’s leadership feel are 
important to now ask about our health care system. 
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https://hereweare.org.uk
https://hereweare.org.uk/inspiring-new-ways-of-delivering-what-really-matters-to-people/
https://hereweare.org.uk/innovating-mental-health-wellbeing-services-across-brighton-hove/
https://hereweare.org.uk/help-fix-power-generative-listening-gp-consultation/
https://hereweare.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Here_AnnualReport_V8AWLoRes.pdf
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